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Last month, Dr. Rupa Wong and staff  at Honolulu Eye 
Clinic helped to coordinate and perform free vision 
screening exams for almost 150 island keiki.  The vision 
screening was a part of  a larger “Back 
to School” fair at Jarrett Middle 
School sponsored by C4 Ministry.  
The fair gave each child new 
backpacks and school supplies along 
with games and food for the kids.  
Dr. Wong was able to bring together 
equipment from Project Vision 
Hawaii, volunteers from C4 Ministry 
and her own staff  to make sure that 
these children were starting off  their 
school year with the best vision possible.  

At the vision booth, children were tested for 
nearsightedness, farsightedness, astigmatism, strabismus and 

amblyopia.  All children also had their choice of  Hello 
Kitty, Angry Bird or aviator sunglasses courtesy of  Project 
Vision Hawaii.   

“I was so impressed with the level and 
commitment of  the volunteers.  We 
had volunteers from Project Vision, 
Lions Club, C4 and several from 
Honolulu Eye Clinic. Through their 
dedication, we detected 24 children 
who failed the vision screen and will 
be referred for comprehensive eye 
examinations and glasses. We helped 
many at risk kids who do not regularly 
have access to eye care. Most parents 

were unaware that their insurance would cover the cost of  
glasses and an eye exam completely,” said Dr. Wong.  Thank 
you to everyone who made this event such a success! 
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Check out our newly designed website 
www.honolulueyeclinic.com to schedule your 

appointment, complete registration forms before your 
appointment, view patient testimonial videos and 

learn about the doctors.

Keiki Vision Screen
     We live in a screen-centric world where our average day 
consists of  10+ hours per day using electronic devices.  The 
average blink rate is 15-16 time per minute…until we start 
looking at a screen…then studies show that average blink rate on 
a computer or handheld device or sustained visual task drops to 
2-6 times per minute. 

Now add contact lens wear.   
One of  our biggest challenges as eye doctors is maintaining a 

healthy tear film between successive blinks and preventing 
contact lens dehydration during those longer pauses.  What 
happens when your eye and contact lenses dry out? …hazy 
blurred vision, eye strain and fatigue! 

If  you experience any of  the above issues, the new B&L 
Ultra Contact Lens 
with MoistureSeal 
technology might offer 
you relief  and the 
ability to wear contacts 
again. 

The Ultra has new 
technology for 
“sealing” moisture in the lens helps to minimize lens dryness for 
up to 16 hours, providing superior end-of-day vision for digital 
device users.  The Ultra contains four times more PVP, a water-
loving polymer, than other soft lenses for exceptional wettability 
and moisture retention, creating a lens surface that stays 
hydrated, comfortable, and clear. 

Dr. Jenifer Bossert, Director of  the Contact Lens 
Department at Honolulu Eye Clinic, remarks,  “Even though I 
am a contact lens specialist, due to my allergies and severe 
dryness, I have never been able to fit my own eyes.  Typically I 
can only manage 2, maybe 3, hours maximum of  contact wear.  
The Ultra is the first lens that I have been able to wear for 8 
hours!” 

At Honolulu Eye Clinic, we are excited to be one of  the first 
doctors on the island to be able to offer this latest in contact lens 
technology.  Call us today to schedule your eye exam to assess if  
you are a candidate for this new lens.

Preventing lens dehydration 
blurrrrr

You are cordially invited to a talk

Join us for an intimate Q&A session with Drs. 
Jeff  and Rupa Wong after the presentation

Please RSVP at 526-0030 or info@honolulueyeclinic.com

“ADVANCES IN CATARACT SURGERY”

LEARN MORE ABOUT LASER CATARACT 
SURGERY, TORIC AND MULTIFOCAL LENSES, 
AND MAKING THE RIGHT CHOICE FOR YOU

SATURDAY, AUGUST 29, 2015
9AM - 10AM

QUEEN’S POB 2
SUITE 806

LIGHT REFRESHMENTS 
WILL BE SERVED

FRIENDS AND GUESTS 
ARE WELCOME

by Dr. Je� Wong

Find us on your favorite social media site and 
stay up to date on events & promotions 

The Wong kids are growing up!  The office 
nursery has transitioned into an exam room.   
L to R - Taj (3), Arya (22 months), Nikhil (6)

http://www.honolulueyeclinic.com
http://www.honolulueyeclinic.com


We are so lucky to live in Hawaii, but unlike on the 
mainland, allergies here are year round.  This year seems to 
have hit allergy sufferers particularly hard - you may 
recognize the signs of  hay fever - runny 
nose, clogged sinuses, headaches, coughing 
and sneezing.  One-third of  individuals 
who suffer from allergies also have ocular 
allergies - dry, itchy and red eyes. Allergic 
conjunctivitis occurs when the clear layer 
of  tissue lining the eyelids and the white 
covering of  the eyes, becomes inflamed.  
This causes tearing, discharge 
(makapiapia), itching, and redness.  The 
most common cause of  these symptoms is 
pollen during hay fever season, however, 
there are many allergens which can trigger 
symptoms year round.  Cockroaches, dust 
mites, and animal fur or hair are just a few 
examples of  triggers for sensitive individuals.    

At Honolulu Eye Clinic, we can now offer patients a 
painless, new allergy test which helps detect the underlying 
cause of  ocular allergies.  This enables Drs. Jeff  
and Rupa Wong to customize a treatment 
protocol to decrease your symptoms and the 
need for medication.  The test is FDA-approved 
and uses a plastic applicator to scratch the 
surface of  the arm.  There are no needles or 
shots.  The test is performed by one of  our 
technicians, who has been trained by the 
manufacturer in the administration of  the test. 
It tests for 60 environment allergens specific to 
Hawaii (cockroaches, mold, weeds, etc).  
Patients are asked not to take their usual 
antihistamine or oral or topical steroids for the 5 days 
prior to test, since this can  affect the results of  the test.  
The test just takes 3 minutes to be administered and can be 

read 20 minutes later.  At that point, your eye doctor will 
review the best treatment plan for you.  The test can also 
tell you if  certain commonly used eye drops for allergies are 

less likely to work for you.  This 
allows for a customizable and 
individualized treatment plan to 
help resolve allergy symptoms.  The 
first step in treatment of  ocular 
allergy is avoidance of  the allergen. 
With proper identification of  
specific triggers, then avoidance can 
recommended, along with anti-
histamine drops, mast cell stabilizers 
or even steroid drops when 
necessary. 
 	 Meilan Akaka and her 
fiancé recently underwent allergy 

testing and remarked, “My fiancé is 
the most needle-intolerant person (perhaps in the world) 
and yet the light surface-level pricks did not make him 
flinch.  We were able to be tested at the same time and sat 

together  with a beautiful view from 
the room; the staff  was efficient and 
clear, and it was painless.  Upon 
receiving the results, we were given 
printouts explaining what we are 
allergic to and how to avoid them; 
the staff  also explained the results 
clearly.”   
       If  you are interested in being 
tested for ocular allergies, please let 
us know when you call to schedule 
your appointment.  Ocular allergy 

clinics are conducted weekly in our 
office.  The in-office test is covered and reimbursed by all 
major medical insurance carriers.
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Learn about common ophthalmologic conditions, the happenings of the HEC ohana &  
Dr. Rupa Wong’s DIY projects .  Visit our blog: www.honolulueyeclinic.com/blog 

To Patch or Not To Patch
You’ve probably noticed adorable kids 

around town, wearing either a band-aid 
type patch or even a cute fabric patch in 
bright colors with felt appliqués of  soccer 
balls or unicorns.  You don’t want to be 
rude and stare, but you wonder, what’s 
with the patch? 

Patching is a treatment that pediatric ophthalmologists use 
for kids with amblyopia.  Amblyopia is poor vision in one or 
both eyes caused by the way the brain interprets visual 
information. Usually it’s because one eye is stronger than the 
other and the optic nerve pathways do not properly form in 
the weaker eye.  The brain begins to “turn off ” the worse 
seeing eye and favors the stronger eye.  It is the leading cause 
of  vision loss amongst children.   

What causes this to happen? Strabismus, or eyes that are 
not straight, can cause amblyopia because the eye which is 
crossed in or wandering has a blurry image.  Sometimes, 
children have a strong glasses prescription in one eye, but are 

relatively normal in the other eye.  The brain learns to see well 
and depend upon the eye which does not need glasses and 
starts to ignore the eye which does need glasses.  The vision 
problem may not be obvious because the child doesn’t 
complain of  blurry vision, since they rely on the better seeing 
eye.  Also, an eye that has amblyopia looks the exact same as 
the normal seeing eye.  Amblyopia is often only detected when 
the child has a vision test.  Other conditions such as a cataract 
or a very droopy lid can also cause amblyopia by depriving the 
eye of  vision. 

When a child is prescribed a patch over the normal eye, 
they are forced to see out of  the weaker eye.  This in turn, 
stimulates the the development of  the nerves between the eye 
and the brain, improving the vision over time.  Certain dilating 
drops can also work like a patch, blurring the vision in the 
better eye.   Early treatment is most effective, since these vital 
nerve connections form between birth until about age 13.  If  
your child is due for a vision screening, call your pediatrician 
or our clinic to schedule one to assess their risk for amblyopia. 

Rec Specs - Active Eyewear for Active Children
Safety for our kids is most important to us. We put them 

in car seats. We make sure they wear their seat belts. Wouldn't 

you want their eyes protected too? 

       More than 40,000 sports-related 

eye injuries occur every year.  Blunt 

trauma, such as a ball hitting the eye 

causes the majority of  these injuries.  

Kids and teens have high rates of  

sports-related eye injuries because of  

their wide involvement in athletics in 

school and their tendency to play aggressively.  Not all 

eyewear is designed to protect against elbows and objects.  

Rec-Specs offer the best protection for them. The American 

Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) has standards for 

the types of  sports goggles to be worn in various sports.   Rec-

Specs frames and lenses are measured and tested to the 

highest standards of  ASTM F-803 certification and meet or 

exceed ASTM F 803 impact resistance for most sports.  All 

lenses are made from polycarbonate, a high-impact resistant 

plastic material which offers UV protection.  Rubber padding 

cushions where the frame comes into 

contact with the head and nose. 

      Rec-Specs come in all sizes, 

shapes and colors so your kids can 

look "cool" while having the best 

protection for their eyes. Your child’s 

prescription can also be added to the 

sports goggles optimizing their vision for sports such as 

baseball, soccer or football.  Lenses can be tinted or polarized 

as well.  They also are designed to fit under helmets for those 

sports that require one.  

      Drop by the Optical Shop today and get custom fitted 

by one of  our skilled Opticians for Rec-Specs.  Get peace of  

mind for you and your keiki today.  

A New Test for Eye Allergies

Bring in your old pair of glasses to our Optical Department for donation to 
the Lions Club and receive $5 off your glasses purchase 

Positive skin reactions

Meilan Akaka gets allergy tested at 
Honolulu Eye Clinic

An HEC patient 
wearing his patch


